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Directions (Q. 1 − 5) : Answer these questions referring to the symbol-letter-number sequence given
below:

5 6 $ V W F? 4? M I 9 TB 8 U3 £ G 2# ⚹ H E 7 N 1 Y A X

1. How many symbols are there which are immediately preceded by a number and immediately
followed by a letter?

a. 2

b. 3

c. 4

d. 5

e. None of these

2. If all the symbols are dropped from the series, which letter/number will the be eleventh to the left
of �ifteenth letter/number from your left?

a. M

b. 1

c. 7

d. F

e. None of these

3. If the positions of the �irst and the sixteenth elements, second and seventeenth elements, and so
on up to eleventh and twenty-sixth elements, are interchanged, which letter/number/symbols will
be seventh to the right of nineteenth letter/number/symbol from the right?

a. 6

b. $

c. X

d. V

e. None of these

4. If the positions of the letters in the sequence are reoccupied by the letters themselves though
after getting rearranged alphabetically from the left, which of the following will indicate the
position of M in the new arrangement?
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a. M is between ⚹ and 2

b. M is 13th from the right

c. M is 21st from the right

d. M is 15th from the left

e. None of these

5. What is the total number of ‘the numbers immediately followed by a letter’ and ‘the symbols
immediately following the letters’ together in the above sequence?

a. 5

b. 6

c. 7

d. 8

e. None of these

Word Arrangement
A word arrangement machine when given an input line of words, rearranges them following a
particular rule in each step.

The following is an illustration of the input and the steps of rearrangement.

Input: Wearing dress tops strappy you avoid arm

Step I: Strappy wearing dress tops you avoid arm

Step II: Strappy wearing avoid dress tops you arm

Step III: Strappy wearing avoid dress tops arm you

(Step III is the last step for this input)

As per the rules followed in the above steps, �ind out in the given questions the appropriate step for
the given input.

1. Input: Threats gang careful answer agree classes more Which of the following will be the third
step for this input?

a. careful threats gang answer agree classes more

b. careful classes threats answer gang agree more

c. careful answer classes agree threats gang more

d. careful classes threats gang answer agree more

e. None of these

2. If the second step of an input is ‘children teachers bunking school canteen movie freedom’ which
of the following will be its �ifth step?

a. children teachers bunking canteen school movie freedom

b. bunking teachers children school canteen movie freedom
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c. canteen freedom school movie children teachers bunking

d. children teachers bunking movie canteen school freedom

e. It cannot have �ifth step.

3. If the input is ‘pangs of worst and fears the neglect’ which of the following will be the IV step?

a. neglect fears pangs worst and of the

b. and the neglect of pangs worst fears

c. and the of neglect pangs worst fears

d. worst pangs fears neglect of and the

e. Cannot be determined

4. Input: ‘her famous away sibling thing usual stay’ Which of the following steps would be the last
step for this input?

a. III

b. IV

c. V

d. VI

e. VII

5. If step V of an input is ‘holding bench elbow �loor bent lie your on’ what will be step II?

a. on lie holding bench �loor bent elbow your

b. holding bench elbow lie your �loor on bent

c. holding bench elbow �loor lie your on bent

d. holding lie your elbow bench �loor on bent

e. Cannot be determined

6. If K means, H means. M means + and N means-, then what is the value of 1 K 3 H 2 M 2 N?

a. Zero

b. 4

c. -4

d. 2

e. None of these

7. How many pairs of letters are there in the word GOAL-KEEPER which have the same number of
letters between them as in English alphabet?

a. Five

b. Four

c. Seven
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d. Six

e. None of these

8. If it is possible to make a meaningful word from the 3rd , 5th , 6th , 7th and 9th letters of the word
PROGESTER-ONE, using each letter only once, third letter of the word would be your answer. If
more than one such word can be formed, your answer would be S and if no such word can be
formed, answer is M.

a. M

b. K

c. O

d. E

e. None of these

9. In the following number series how many 9՚s are there which are immediately preceded by a pair
of numbers whose product is more than the product of the pair of numbers immediately
following? 8 7 9 9 684 593 84 9 2 5 1 9 2 2 6 9 4 3 9 2 5 8 9 3 7

a. 4

b. 3

c. 6

d. 5

e. None of these


